LMF House Meeting 9/11/2011

Absent: Todd. *denotes excused.
Tardy: Juan

Approving social members:
Jeremy: YES.
Rashed: YES.
Ashley Davis: YES.
Welcome to French House!

Newspaper:
Motion to spend $89.00 + tax on New York Times for the semester out of house bills: 15 YES, 6 NO, 7 ABSTAIN

Savory Study Breaks Budget:
Motion to budget $20.00 per week for Saturday study breaks when there aren’t muffin nights: 16 YES, 0 NO, 11 ABSTAIN

Kitchen supplies:
Lost some useful kitchen supplies this summer. A list will go up; add to it if you think something is missing. Will try to get funding from New House.

Officer Reports:

President Noah: Nothing. Nevermind, sign up for nettoyages, do them, and cross them out when you’re done. Please date as well as initial items in communal fridges.
VP/Housing Lizi: submit work orders with issues; ask Lizi questions if you have them.
Treasurer Alan: Emails sent out regarding house bills, accounts. Get your checks in! Food is cheap.
Food Steward Laura: Using dropbox folder again this year. Email will be sent out. Onions, garlic, chocolate, and nuts are bulk. Use it within reason. Don’t make tons of cookies that no one wants. Menus should have four things and will be due Thursday. Vegetarian options are required. Don’t store personal items in house containers please.
Secretary Eliz: Directory has been sent out. Check for errors; will be printed soon.
REX: was successful. We have boys! We fed 200 freshmen.
Education: Cinemaison has begun. Please come to it.
Sports Chair Anna: Badminton won the poll, tennis second. We will field a badminton team. If you feel strongly about feeling a tennis team, talk to Anna afterwards.
Social Chair Shumin Kimlee: Are people interested in a cabin trip? Straw poll shows general acceptance of the idea. Other options exist. Survey will go out. NH-subsidized apple-picking might happen.
Environment Chair Erin: paper bag in the pantry for plastic shopping bags. We have a battery recycling container in the pantry now! Left top-shelf cool-whip container; it says ‘battery recycling.’ Our walls will be painted starting sometime in the next couple of weeks. Kitchen mural vote was split and half the house didn’t vote. New poll will go out. Word of the day whiteboard will come back after painting happens.
NH Representative Shaun: We might switch furniture in lounges. Most people don’t care. Petitions going around to remove non-NH residents from NH-officer positions.

Technology: Luis’s monitor is in the TV lounge right now; he wants it back. Noah and Adam have volunteered monitors. Printer is working in black and white off the fileserver.